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1. The provisions governing payment time limits are laid down by the detailed rules for 
the implementation of the Financial Regulation (hereinafter the IR)1. Under Article 
106 of the IR, payments must be made within 45 calendar days of the date on which 
an admissible payment request is registered, or 30 calendar days for payments relating 
to service or supply contracts, unless the contract provides otherwise. Nevertheless, 
for payments which depend, under the contract, on the prior adoption of a report or 
certificate, the time limit begins to run only once the report or certificate in question 
has been approved2. 

 
2. The revised Article 106 of the IR, which has been in force since 1 January 2008, now 

makes it mandatory for each institution to pay default interest once the amount thereof 
exceeds € 200. In other cases, default interest is paid only at the creditor's request, 
submitted within two months of receipt of the late payment. 

 
3. The same article provides for each institution to submit a report to the budgetary 

authority on compliance with payment time limits. This report has therefore been 
drawn up pursuant to those provisions. 

 
4. The European Parliament's standard contracts set a payment period of 45 days, which 

also applies to service and supply contracts, unless payment depends on the approval 
of a report. In such cases the period set is normally 30 days after the date on which the 
report is approved.  

 
5. The IT application for authorising officers' budgetary management (FINORD) makes 

it possible to monitor invoices and, in particular, payment time limits (checklists, e-
mail alerts)3. The application provides for the mandatory input of the payment time 
limit for each invoice. It also makes it possible to register whether payment depends 
on the approval of a report, and whether the payment period has been suspended 
owing to a dispute with the supplier.   

 
6. While the average payment period for invoices in 2010 was 21 days, substantially 

below the maximum contractual payment period of 45 days, for 2011 it was 24 days. 
 
7. The table below draws a distinction between invoices paid within the contractual time 

limit and those paid late and, where the latter are concerned, those which led to an 
automatic payment of default interest. It also shows how the figures for 2010 and 
2011 compare. 

                                                 
1  Commission Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2342 of 23 December 2002 (OJ L 357, 31.12.2002), 

amended by Commission Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 478/2007 of 23 April 2007 (OJ L 111, 
28.4.2007).   

2  Under Article 106(3) of the IR the time allowed for approval may not exceed: 
(a)  20 calendar days for straightforward contracts relating to the supply of goods and services; 
(b)  45 calendar days for other contracts and grant agreements; 
(c)  60 calendar days for contracts and grant agreements involving technical services or actions which 

are particularly complex to evaluate. 
3  This report covers compliance with payment time limits for invoices recorded in the FINORD 

application. 
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INVOICES PAID 2010 Ratio 2011 Ratio 

Total          

  Amount of invoices (€) €448.914.323,08   €495.174.892,37   

  No. of invoices 25.484   27.726   

           

  Average payment period 21 days   24 days   

           

Within time limits         

  Amount of invoices (€) €434.896.490,70 96,9% €469.417.463,30 94,8% 

  No. of invoices 24.233 95,1% 25.218 91,0% 

           

Outside time limits         
  Amount of invoices (€) €14.017.832,38 3,1% €25.757.429,07 5,2% 

  No. of invoices 1.251 4,9% 2.508 9,0% 

of which: default interest to be 
paid automatically (> € 200)         

  Amount of invoices (€) €4.730.617,14 1,1% €10.215.270,75 2,1% 

  No. of invoices 36 0,141% 132 0,476% 

  Amount of default interest (€) €13.434,54 0,003% €59.020,91 0,012% 

 
 
8. The table shows that, out of 27 726 invoices paid in 2011, with a total value of € 495 

million, 91% (accounting for 94,8% of their total value) were paid within the 
contractual time limit, which represents a slightly lesser performance than in 2010 
(when 95,1% of invoices, accounting for 96,9% of their total value, were paid within 
the contractual time limit). 

 
9. Of the invoices paid late in 2011, only 132 (accounting for 0.476% of the invoices 

paid) led to the automatic payment of default interest totalling € 59.020,91 (0.012% of 
the total invoice value). 

 
10. In those cases where default interest would have been less than or equal to € 200 and 

therefore payable only in response to a request from the supplier, no requests were 
received.  

 
11. The most common reasons for failure to comply with the payment time limit was the 

end-of-year office closing period (if an invoice arrives just before the offices close, it 
cannot be paid until after the financial year has been closed and appropriations have 
been carried over, i.e. towards mid-January). 

 
12. Overall, despite the less favourable evolution of the average payment period and 

default interest to be paid automatically, the European Parliament's Administration 
has more than satisfactorily managed payment requests and invoices received. 

 
13. In conclusion, the European Parliament's Administration has managed to keep the 

average payment period for invoices under 30 days. Therefore, in spite of the slightly 
lesser performance in 2011, the overall figures for 2011 seem to consolidate the 2010 
performance. 


